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ACTION PLAN FOR IMPLEMENTING NATIONAL
SECURITY
. .DECISION MEMORANDUM 235
I. . TIit"To'duct'i"on
This Action Program has been prepared by the Under
Secretaries Committee in compliance with NSDM 235 dated
October 4, 1973.* NSDM 235 reported that following his
review of NSSM-150 (United States Policy on Transfer of
Highly Enriched Uranium for Fueling Power Reactors), the
President had directed that an action program (With options
and argumentation, as appropriate) should be developed by
the Committee.

The program was to consider the diplomatic

and other steps the U.S. migat consider taking with other
nations, and in particular other supplier nations, "with
regard to the security, non-proliferation, political and
economic aspects associated with the increasing growth and
dissemination of nuclear power industries, with particular
focus on potential problems associated with highly enriched
uranium. If
With regard to future exports by the U.S. of highly
enriched uranium, the President also decided that the U.S.
will:
Review any future requests for the supply of
large quantities of highly enriched uranium
abroad on a case-by-case basis without an
'See Appendix A.
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"2, 'a p'r i"o'r i presumption of supply.

(It is

recognized', however, that the U. S. has '
informed the European Community that its
requests for supply of highly enriched
uranium will receive sympathetic cons ider'at ion .)
Require that a recipient have acceptable
physical security measures in effect.
Weigh the position of the recipient with '
respect to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty in reviewing and deciding on
reques ts for supp ly. .
Not require as an essential precondition of
supply that fuel fabrication and reprocessing
take place in the United States or in multinationally-owned facilities, but will consider
this factor in reviewing and deciding on
requests for supply.
I I. . Tlie' 'Key 'Is'sues' 'Cons i der ed
<

While the 's peci f i c decision already taken relates to
supply of highly enr'Lched

uranium~

the' 'NSDM makes' 'i t clear

that the 'act i on plan is to take on a broader perspective.
*Hiqhly enriched uranium, or HEU, is uranium containing
20% or more of the 235 isotope.
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Primary among the related factors which should be considered are 1) that plutonium, rather than highly enriched
uranium, is the weapon material that will become available
in the near term to ' many nations in sizeable quantities,
and 2) that wide distribution of enrichment capability
could soon overshadow questions of U.S. supply of HEU.
Accordingly, in preparing this proposed Action Program,
the following four major questions have been considered:
1.

How should the U.S. apply the new policy to

future transfers .of U.S. highly enriched uranium
to other nations?
2.

What action, if any, _should the U.S. take in

informing other existing or potential supplier
nations of the more restrictive procedures that
the U.S. now proposes to apply in exporting
enriched uranium?

hi~hly

The objective of any such con-

sultations would be to encourage other potential
suppliers to adopt "pol i ci es comparable to our own.
3.

Are these constraints also applicable in whole

or in part to plutonium?

If so, what initiatives,

if any, should be taken with other countries to
assure their adoption?
4.

What, if anything, can be done to assure

adequate physical security ,f or plutonium and
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HBU in foreign custody which is produced indigenously, and hence not subject to supplier
constraints?

s.

Should the

u.s.

seek common

understand~ngs

with other advanced nations--based on the limitations set forth in NSDM 235--concerning possible
constraints on international transfers of equipment
and technology related to plutonium, uranium
enrichment and fuel element reprocessing?
These last two questions were not addressed in the
NSSM 150 study.

However, in

context of potential

~he

consultations with other suppliers on the international
availability of fissile material, consideration of these
questions is highly desirable.

This paper and its annexes

provide the relevant background in these areas.

u.s.

policy on export of enrichment technology was exhaustively
considered in the studies which led to the
share

gaseou~

diffusion technology.

u.s.

offer' to .

In order to focus

this study on consultations which could be undertaken in
the short term, only consultations based on existing U.S.
policy (including the NSDM 235 decisions) are discussed.
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This would seem appropriate, since (1) U.S. control policy
would form an acceptable basis for international control
understandings, at least in the short term and (2) questions
of the adequacy of U.S. controls in the longer term, in
view of potential technical developments in uranium enrichment methods, are being considered in a separate study.
III.

Conclusions and Recommendations
Four options for consultations are identified:
A.

Consult with other suppliers on policy for
supply of highly enriched uranium.

B.

Consult also on supply policy for plutonium.

C.

Promote the general 'i nt er nat i onal application
of acceptable physical security

on nuclear

material.
D.

Consult on restrictions on export of enrichment and reprocessing equipment and technology.

On balance, it is concluded
. . that the options. are not
mutually exclusive but rather should constitute elements
in an overall U.S. effort to ensure adequate control of
nuclear ,weapons material.

It is recommended that the U.S.

undertake a series of coordinated diplomatic initiatives
pointed at achieving agreements with other states in the
areas covered by all the options.
I
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The following are the main observations and objectives
which lead to this recommendation:
-- the need for stimulating adequate physical security
constraints throughout the world (and hopefully based on

u.s.

or, as a minimum, IAEA standards) is pressing, and

should be made ·equal l y applicable to plutonium and highly
enriched uranium;
-- generally, whether or not the recipient nation
participates in the NPT should be a significant factor
in Governmental decis10ns to supply important nuclear
assistance, taking into account the actual status of its
safeguards negotiations with the IAEA;
-- where opportunities present themselves efforts to
establish multilateral reprocessing and fuel fabrication
plants should be encouraged;
special efforts may have to be made to dissuade
certain countries (the Republic of China being a good
example) from accumulating quantities of plutonium in
excess of their immediate needs.

In these cases special

efforts should be made to encourage the storage of excess
plutonium in the u.S. or in multinational facilities.
(In the case of the ROC, AEC has agreed to store in the
u.S. the ROC-produced plutonium which will be separated
in the British Nuclear Fuels Ltd. reprocessing plant in
the U.K.)
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-- it should be recognized that if £or any reason
we are seriously concerned about the recipient's continuing willingness and ability to honor agreements,
the supply of sensitive material and technology should
be avoided.
-- it is desirable fot the

u.S.

to encourage other

suppliers of technology to adopt regulatory constraints
similar to its own 10 CPR Part 110 (see Appendix E).
Moreover, agreement on special constraints in the field
of transfers of enrichment technology as outlined in this
paper are warranted.
The recommended consultations, from a tactical
standpoint, would consist of three parallel but not
necessarily separate sets of approaches, to be inaugurated
over the next several months:
1.

A series of consultations with other potential
international suppliers of enriched uranium or
plutonium on constraints governing supply,
including desirable physical security measures.
In the course of these consultations we would
seek to generate a broad recognition of the
necessity and importance of adequate physical
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security measures and the fact that they
should override commercial considerations.
The recent ABC regulations would serve as
the guidelines for these discussions, with
the understanding that compliance with the
lAEA guidelines on physical security should
be the minimum standard.*

WThe

DOD feels that,the AEt regulations should consti-

tute the minimum acceptable standard.

While the other

agencies participating in this study agree that the
U.S. regulations should serve as the strongly preferred
point of departure in consultations, they note that
(1) the lAEA standards were formulated by an international working group in which the

u.s.

.'

participated,

(2) some differences in national practices may be
unavoidable,
and (3) acceptance of lAEA standards as a
,
minimum would be preferable to having no global improvement of physical security measures at all.
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Talks with other states likely to possess weapons
grade material, and with the IAEA, on the relative
merits of concluding an international convention
prescribing basic standards concerning physical
protection of nuclear materials and facilities.
Again our objective should be to gain acceptance
of the

u.s.

standards to obtain greater assurance

of security;
3.

Talks with other suppliers of technology and
equipment in the reprocessing and enrichment
fields on desirable new constraints or guidelines
that should be followed in these areas drawing
on (a)

u.S.

experience in implementing Part

110 and (b) the specific recommendations appearing on pages 46 to 48
. . of this paper relating to
limitations in the field of enrichment.
In general, the international

co~straint~

in this study are extensions of existing

u.s.

suggested

constraints.

Thus adoption of the action plan outlined here should have
no major 'economic penalty for the U.S., and its success
could prevent some potentially substantial losses of U.S.
equipment or toll enrichment sales by equalizing terms
among suppliers.

It must be recognized, however, that in
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some cases U.S. export sales can be lost if consumers consider our terms to be onerous or if failure to meet the
criteria disqualifies certain states from receiving our
products.
The precise timing scenario and content of the foregoing consultations would need to be carefully developed
to minimize the possibility of overloading the circuit and
producing hostile reactions at the NPT Review Conference
to be held in the Spring of 1975.

-

Moreover, the other

countries , consulted may. vary with the subject matter.
Periodic reports on the progress of these efforts would
be submitted by the Under Secretaries Committee to the
President and the principals for their information, with
any recommendations for further action.
IV.

Discussion:

A.

Constraints on Supply of Material

Further Steps that U.S. Itself Needs to
Take in Implementing the New Policy
The essence of the new policy announced in NSDM

235 is that the U.S. will be selective in transferring highly

enriched uranium to other nations for power reactor use.
Implicit in the new approach is the idea that requests

.

might be discouraged or denied if we have a basis for
believing a state is unable or unwilling to fulfill its
peaceful guarantees or if supply would seriously detract
from our non-proliferation objectives.
assumed that:

'-------------_. - _..
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first preference in supply would be given
to states that are parties to, or that
have signed, the NPTi
where feasible, we would encourage, but not
insist on, fabrication and reprocessing of
the fuel in

m~ltinationally-owned facilities

when such processing is done overseas.
we would use our opportunity to approve or
disapprove re-exports in a manner that
tends to reinforce the policies recommended
herein.
Also, it has been generally felt that embarrassing
situations can be avoided by establishing close consultations
with the Gulf Corporation regarding potential future sales
of high-temperature gas-cooled reactors (HTGR) for which
Gulf is the sole supplier.

The USAEC has informed Gulf

of the new policy.
Insofar as the question of physical security is
concerned, the U.S. needs to promptly define:

(a) accept-

able recipient physical security measures, (b) how the
understandings regarding such measures might best be set
forth in agreements with the other nations, and (c) what
rights, if any, the U.S. would like to have to verify the
understandings agreed to.
SECRET
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A clear distinction must be made at the outset
between (a) physical security measures which might be
required to be taken by a recipient country against theft
or sabotage by individuals or groups not associated with
the government (i.e., subnational level diversion), and
(b) physical security measures taken by an entity external
to the recipient country, such as the U.S. Government, the
rABA, or a UN police force, against diversion by the
government of the recipient country (i .e., national level
diversion).

It is assumed that the former objective is

the only realistic one in the context of the decision in
NSDM 235 and that IAEA 's NPT safeguards, where applicable,
and national intelligence efforts will have to suffice
with regard to concerns about national level diversion.
It also should be noted that the detailed lAEA-NPT
safeguards procedures are silent on matters of physical
security other than to charge the state with the responsibility for -establishing a materials accountability and
control system.

Accordingly, although the lAEA has issued

physical security guidelines, it does not now have the
right to impose these measures on member states or to
verify compliance.
In general, the safeguards developed to date for use
by the IAEA have been designed to detect losses and
SECRET
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possible diversions of material through inventory taking
and checking of material balances.

While such procedures

have the important advantage of being quantitative in
nature, they of necessity constitute a post facto mechanism.
Thus the improvement and elaboration of adequate physical
security measures on a global scale is

extre~ely

important

as a supplement to the lARA safeguards and control procedures.
Strong physical constraints are necessary in preventing overt
acts of sabotage or theft and in minimizing the threats of
diversion· that could occur while materialS are in transit.
It is recommended that the U.S. should attempt to make
the supply of highly enriched uranium conditional on the
recipient having a physical security system in effect that
is at least as effective overall as the measures that the
U.S. adheres to domestically in its peaceful nuclear power
program, recognizing there may be variances in national
practice.
The USAEC has recently

significant~y

upgraded its

domestic regulations covering the physical protection of
nuclear plants and materials including those in transit.
Under the new regUlations, the operator of a power
reactor or fuel fabrication or reprocessing plant, must
prepare a physical security plan and submit it to the USAEe
for approval.

Operators of fuel reprocessing plants and

other licensees, such as operators of fuel fabrication
plants, who possess five or more kilograms of highly
SECRET

SECRET
-14-

enriched uranium (uranium enriched to 20t or more in the
U-235 isotope) and two or more kilograms of uranium-233,
or plutonium (or in combinations exceeding 5000 grams
using a weighting factor of 2-1/2 for Pu

~nd

U-233) are

required to abide by the following conditions:
Maintain a physical security organization, including armed guards, to .protect his
fac1l1ty against industrial sabotage and the
special nuclear mater1al in his possession
~ainst theft.
(At least one supervisor of
the security organization must be onsite at
all times. The licensee must establish,
maintain, and follow written security procedures which document the structure of the
security organization and which details the
duties of guards, watchmen, and other
individuals responsible for security. All
guards or watchmen must be properly trained,
equipped and qualified.)
Special nuclear material must be stored
and rocessed within a rotected and controlled
area eS1gnate as a'mater1a access area'.
(Material access areas must be located within a
larger protected area which is surrounded by a
physical barrier. An isolation zone is required
around the outer physical barrier and it must be
kept clear of obstructions, illuminated and
monitored to detect th~presence of individuals
or vehicles attempting to gain entry to the
protected area.)
Personnel and vehicle access into a protected area, or material access area must be
controlled. (A picture badge identification
system must be used and visitors must be
registered and escorted. Individuals and
packages entering the protected area are required to be searched. Admittance to a
material access area must be controlled and
SECRET
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access limited to , those persons who require
such 'acces s to perforM their duties. Methods
to observe 'i ndi v i dual s within a mater'ial access '
area to aSSUre that special nuclear material is
not being diverted must be provided and used on
a continuing basis. All individuals, packages,
or vehicles are searched for concealed nuclear
material before exiting from a material access
area. Keys, locks, combinations and related
equipment are required to be controlled to
minimize the possibility of compromise.)
All emergency exits in the protected area,
, vTtaI' areas and material access areas must be
. alarmed. (Each unoccupied mater~al access area
must be locked and alarmed. All alanns must
annunciate in a continuously manned central
alarm station located within the protected area
and in at least one other continuously manned
station. All alarms must be self checking and
tamper indicating and inspected and tested for
operability and required functional performance
at specified intervals not to exceed 7 days.)
. Each guard or watchnian on duty must be
capable of maintaining continuous commun1cations
with an 1ndividual in a continuously manned
central alarm statlon w1th1n the protected area,
who is capable of calling for assistance from
other uards and from local law enforcement
aut or1t1es.
0 prOV1 e t e capa ~ 1ty 0
continuous communication with local law enforcement authorities, two-way radio voice communications must be established in addition to
conventional telephone service. All communications equipment must remain operable from
independent power sources in the event of loss
of primary power, and must be tested for
operability and performance not less frequently
than once at the beginning of each security
personnel work shift.)
. ,.,: :Li c'e'n s'e e's'"mtis't ... e'st'abl'ish: 'l i'ai s'on with 'I'o'cal
. 'Taw enforcement 'aut hor i t i es . (In developing
secur1ty plans, l1censees must take 'i nt o account
the' probable size and response time 'of the local
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law .enforcement assistance. _ The security force ·
mus t ' be prepared . to take immediate , action to
neutralize thIeatsto the 'f aci l i t y . either by
appropriate direct action or by calling for
assistance from local law enforcement authorities
on both.)
Recognizing the 'uni que vUlnerability of the transportation phase, new regulations have been applied to
licensees who ship five kilograms or more of uranium-23S
(contained in uranium enriched to 20 percent or more in
the U-235 isotope) and two kilograms or more of plutonium
or uranium-233 (or in· combinations which exceed 5000 grams
using a weighting factor of 2-1/2 for Pu and U-233).
Under the terms of these new conditions, the licensee
must submit a plan to the AEC for review and approval outlining the methods to be used for the protection of special
nuclear material in transit.
The plan must demonstrate the means to be used in
meeting the following requirements:

(i) if a common or contract carrier is used. the
special nuclear material must be transported under
the established procedures of the carrier which
provides a system for the physical protection of
valuable material in transit and requires a handto-hand receipt at origin and destination and at
all points en route where there is 'a transfer of
custody. Transit times of all shipments must be .
minimized and routes selected to avoid areas of
natural disaster or civil disorders. Special
nucIear material musr be 'shdpped in containers
SECRET
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which "ar e sealed by tamper-indicating type
sea.ls , The' outer container or veh:i.cle is reqUired' to be" locked and sealed. No. container'
we~ghi'ng 500 lbs. or Les's may be shipped' on
open vehicles,' S1Jch. as 'open trucks' or railwa:y
flatcars. '
.
(2)" All shIpmerrts by road must be made without
any scheduled intermediate stops to ·transf~r
special nuclear material or other cargo between
the point of origin and destination. All motor
vehicles are required to be equipped with a
radiotelephone.
Calls must be made at predeterminea intervals normally not to exceed two
hours and if calls are not Teceived when planned,
the" licensee or his agent must immediately
notify an appropriate law enforcement authority
and the ABC. Shipments by road must be accompanied
by at least two people in the transport vehicle.
If the transport vehicle is not specially desi~ned
with penetration resistant and immobilization
features, the vehicle is required to be protected
by an armed escort consisting of at least two
guards · in· ·a. separate escort vehicle. In addition,
transport vehicles are required to be marked on
top, sides, and rear with identifying letters or
numbers.
(3) Shipments of special nuclear material in
quantities exceeding 20 grams or 20 curies, whichever is less, of plutonium or uranium-233 and in
excess of 350 grams of uranium-235 are prohibited
on passenger aircraft. Shipments on cargo aircraft
are required to be arranged so as to minimize the
number of scheduled transfers and these must be
monitored by armed· guards v.
(4) Rail shipments must be escorted by two armed
guards in the shipment car or in an escort car •
. Continuous on-board radiotelephone communications
capability must be provided with 'convent i onal
telephone backup. Periodic calls are 'r equi r ed to
the 'l i cens ee or his agent.
(5) Shipments by sea must be made on vessels
making the minimum ports of call. Transfer at
domestic ports 'f r om other modes 'o f transportation
, SECRET
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, must" be monitored by an armed guard. Shipmen'ts
must be 'p l aced in a secure compartment which is
locked and sealed. Export shipments must be escorted by an authorized individual who may ,be
a crew member, from the last port in the u.s.
until it is unloaded in a foreign port. Shipto-shore communications must be made "every
twenty-four hours to relay position information
and the status of the 's hi pment as determined by
daily inspections.
(6) All transfers of SNM shall be monitored by
an armed guard. Material in storage 'shal l be '
kept under continuous visual surveillance "and
storage time shall not exceed twenty-four hours.
(7) A licensee who makes a shipment must notify
the consignee of the shipment schedule and details,
including the es~imated time of arrival of the
shipment. A licensee who receives a shipment must
immediately notify the shipper. Shipments which
fail to arrive at the destination on time must be
traced and the ABC must be notified.
The recently adopted USAEC regulations were the
product of extensive study and analysis and would appear
to be a desirable basis for determining whether the
potential recipient of U.S. highly enriched uranium has an
.
adequate security system. It can be anticipated, however, that
,

.

"

•

+

some of our customers, either'for-po1itica1, constitu-

.

tiona1, or legal reasons may resist or be "unabl e "t o adopt,
- '

in toto, the U.S.' procedures. ' Since -t he lARA also has

issued physical security,guide1ines, other nations might
consider them a more appropriate standard.

They might

find it awkward to publicly acknowledge that they have '
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agreed to accept conditions laid down by the U.S. rather
than those recommended by an international body.

Also,

published doubts as to the effectiveness of past U.S.
practices could make discussion on the basis of those
standards somewhat awkward.
However, the principal reason for favoring the recent
ABC regulations as a point

of departure over the lAEA

guidelines is the substantially greater degree of specificity of the former over the latter.

Moreover, the ABC

regulations were prepared after the lAEA guidelines and
reflect latest U.S. attempts to cope with current diversion
threats (e.g., including the need for armed guards in some
cases).

The IAEA guidelines contain, nevertheless, many

useful features that should be taken into account in the
negotiations.
These factors suggest that any stipulations of U.S.
physical security requirements covering transfers of highly
enriched uranium may have to be the product of case by .
case negotiation with the other governments involved and
may have to be based in some respects on the guidelines
issued by the lAEA.

Moreover, where the agreed-upon

standards or procedures explicitly go beyond the procedures
called for by the lAEA. the recipient government may desire
that the understandings be set forth in a confidential
exchange of notes with the

u.S.
SECRET
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It is "ant i ci p at ed that our understandings would be
.
fully n~gotiated prior to· the' -t ilne "of execution of the' .
fuel supply contract and would come into force at the '
same time. · Moreover, the notes that would be exchanged
would afford the' U.S. · the' 'oppor t un i t y , through periodic
visits, -to .observe ·t hat the mutually agreed physical
security system is beCng implemented by the consumer.
It also must be -r ecogni zed that some 's t at es may be
resistant to our new conditions on the grounds that they
go beyond the terms 0% our agreements for cooperation.
Our agreements normally stipulate "t hat uranium enriched
to greater than 20t in the

i~otope

U-235 may be provided

when there is a technical and economic justification for
such "a transfer.

Thus other countries may view these ·

criteria as the only two explicit preconditions to the
receipt of such material that they have accepted.
It is proposed that any formal rejections of applications to export HEU would be reported to members of the
USC sufficiently in advance to permit opportunity for
comment.
,
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B• . 'Co'n s'ul t'at'1o'tis wi'th Othe'i 'Slippl i'e'Ts
Havi~g

delineated the kinds of undertakings

that the U.S. might seek

bilater~lly

as a supplier, this'

section discusses the range of consultations and diplomatic steps we might take to encourage other suppliers
to abide by policies comparable to our own.

A range of

subjects. including transfers of plutonium, transfers of
enrichment and reprocessing equipment or ~echnology, and
general international measures on physical security, is
considered.
1. Should our consultations be limited to
transfers of highly enriched uranium?
The u.S. presently is the only near-term
(between now and 1981-85) supplier' of highly enriched
uranium for power reactor use since the UK, France and
PRC evidently do not have sufficient capacity to export
significant amounts of this material.

Also, the USSR,

while evidently possessing excess gaseous diffusion
,"

.

capacity, appears disposed to offer only toll enrichment
services for reactors employing low (up to 5\) enriched
uranium.

Moreover, no country other than the U.s.

(through the Gulf Corporation) is now actively offering
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for expor.t* a powe'r' reactor, like' 't he HTGR, that 'r equi r es
highly enriched uranium fuel, although interest in this
type reactor is high 'ab r oad , and commercial offerings by
other suppliers are probable in Europe and Japan.

Con-

sultations limited to the problem of highly enriched
uranium might seem premature at a time when the

u.S. is

the only supplier of substantial quantities of this material; such

consultations might

~imited

al~o

be distorted

and exploited by foreign reactor competitors by calling
attention to the
HTGR.

Moreov~r,

spe~ial

constraints attached to the

many of the considerations** that relate

to export of highly enriched uranium and HTGR systems
also apply to possible future international transfers of
plutonium or more broadly to assistance for plutoniumproducing reactors.

For all of the foregoing reasons, it

.The countries considered likely customers for the HTGR
are France, the UK, the FRG, Brazil and Japan. Gulf Energy
and Environmental Systems has an agreement with Brown
Bovari of FRG to have their (Gulf's) HTGR system technology
marketed in Western Europe. : This provides an alternate
source of technology.
**The nature of the safeguards problems presented by the
rapid growth of nuclear power throughout the world and the
nature of the safeguards measures which are now being taken
were also extensively treated in the NSSM IS~ and ~20 reports.
_
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becomes' desd rab Le 't o examine whether consultations on
the problem of highly enriched uranium should not be
broadened to include other aspects of the "s pr ead of
nuclear weapons materials.
2. Suit"abil'ity of als'oDiscus'sin'g Desirable
Constraints to Apply to Plutonium
While consultations with other potential
enrichment suppliers may be desirable, it might be more
desirable to orient our consultations to include plutonium as well as highly enriched uranium.

The question

arises, however, as to whether the two cases are fully
. comparable.

One difference which would arise is in the

manner of implementing the

~onstraints.

So long as the

ABC is the producer of highly enriched uranium, it is in
a position to decline to sell.

Pu on the other hand is

likely to be primarily in private hands, and refusals to
supply would have to be implemented through the regulatory and licensing procedures of the United States.

As

a point of departure; the constraints stipulated in NSDM
235 are used as a basis for analysis:
Constraint
,

a.

SupplY only on' "a' c"ase-by-'case b'ast"s' 'uwi t ho'ut an
a priori presumptIon 'of supply. II
At the

pres~nt

time, and as a general rule, plutonium

is not being supplied on

~y

large-scale basis .to other
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nations •. Neither does' rt h e 'U. S'. have 'any plans or
..

aspirations to be 'a large-scale 'expor t e r of this material.
With 't he advent, however, of plutonium recycle technology
and the development and use of breeder reactors, plutonium
is likely to become a common commodity in international
commerce.

Accordingly, there would appear to be consider-

able merit in our encouraging potential international
suppliers of plutonium to adopt at least the same type
of case-by-case selectivity in agreeing to transfers as
the U.S. now deems appropriate for highly enriched uranium.
It is recommended that the U.S. adopt such an approach when
it inaugurates its consultations with other suppliers.
There also would be merit in discussing both plutonium
and highly enriched uranium transfers on the same occasions.
To place this matter in perspective, it must be recognized
that the bulk of the plutonium* that will become available
to other nations will be indigenously produced.

Accord-

ingly, effective controls over foreign plutonium will have
to rely more on other factors in constraining proliferation
or triggering safeguards than on the leverage occasioned
by international transfers of plutonium itself.

*

See footnote on following page.
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Footnote from preceding page
The following summarizes the different types of
threats posed by diversions of nuclear materials. In
brief, if nuclear materials were acquired by diversion,
overt theft or capture, or black market operations,
between 6 and 16 kgs. of uranium enriched to higher than
90 percent U-23S, or 6 to 18 kgs. of U-233 would be
adequate for the construction of a relatively inefficient
nuclear explosive that might yield as high as tens of
kilotons. It also is worth noting that a workable weapon
could be designed by technologists with no prior weapons
experience. Moreover, with less material and less technical sophistication, terrorists or dissident groups
could use Pu and perhaps U-233 as a radiological contaminant. Highly radioactive nuclear waste materials could
also be used as a radiological contaminant. However,
since they are much more difficult to handle than Pu,
they would be less desirable materials to steal-for- ~.w-.--------
subsequent use as a contamination threat.
The threat also exists that large areas might be
deliberately contaminated with special nuclear materials
(especially plutonium) or other radioactive materials by
sabotage of nuclear facilities rather than by stealing
and dispersing the material. The consequences of such
acts would depend on a number of factors.
Generally, if nuclear materials were to be diverted
or stolen for weapons or contamination purposes, the key
targets for a potential thief would be unirradiated,
highly enriched uranium at any point i~ the cycle, and
plutonium from reprocessing plants while in storage,
transit, or conversion and fabrication processes; i.e.,
until mixed with uranium oxide and contained in fabricated fuel elements. The transportation phase is
generally considered to be the most vulnerable to overt
theft.
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Constraint
b.

Re ui"re "t h at ' 'S: "'r'e'cT 'i'e'n t " have' 'acce' 't 'ab'le' , h s ical
secur1ty measures 1n e ect.
The desirable physical security measures that would

help prevent diversion (including thefts or sabotage by
dissident groups) of plutonium appear technicaily indistinguishable from those applicable to highly enriched
uranium.

Moreover, as already

noted~ ~lutonium

is the

weapons grade material that will become rapidly available
on a global basis.

(Appe~dix

B provides data on the

estimated quantities of Pu that are now available and
that are expected to become available to foreign nations
by 1980.)

This suggests that the U.S. should inaugurate

a vigorous, systematic diplomatic effort to encourage
the application of the same kind of physical security
measures to plutonium as it will hereafter require for
highly enriched uranium, and that preferably the desirable
physical protective measures for both materials should be
discussed at the same time in our consultations with other
suppliers and consumers.
There is substantial evidence, however, as . gathered
in the IABA , that many nations

r~gard

the question of

physical security measures, as they apply to their own
nuclear activities, as essentially a national regulatory
SECRET
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or police prerogative.

Hence, strong resistance can be

foreseen towards any U.S. efforts to induce other suppliers
to impose U.S.-type physical securjty standards on their
customers.

The consumers of such material also may be

especially resistant to terms that are imposed bilaterally,
although they may be more amenable to abiding by guidelines established by an international body (IAEA).

On the

other hand, we should seek to make clear the compelling
importance of adopting adequate physical security measures
in preventing diversions, thefts, and sabotages.

The

principal safeguards procedures developed to date for use
by the lAEA have been designed to detect losses of material
through inventory taking and checking of material balances.
While such procedures have the advantage of being quantitative in nature, they of necessity constitute a post facto
mechanism whereas physical constraints are more immediate
and preventative.
As already noted, the plutonium to be supplied internationally probably will represent only a small fraction
of that produced and, therefore, the internally produced
plutonium should be the real target of any new physical
security regime.

Accordingly, while we might begin our
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. -28consultations with potential suppliers of uranium or
plutonium, it is advisable that after preliminary soundings
these consultations be broadened to include all states
which produce their own Pu, with the view of framing some
new multilateral restraints in this area.

A prompt study

is needed within the U.S. Government of the merits of
framing a proposed international convention based on the
IAEA guidelines and U.S. standards, covering desirable
national practice in the field of nuclear physical security.
Once this' draft is suitably developed, the U.S. should then
informally seek to ascertain its acceptability to other
nations and to the IAEA.

Although, as pointed out above,

this is an area of substantial sensitivity, the effort
should be undertaken to establish these physical security
standards prior to the coming rapid growth of national
nuclear power industries.
Constraint
c.

Weigh the position of the reci¥ient with res~ect to
the Nuclear Non-Proliferationreaty in Deci ing on
Requests for Supply.
In principle, a nation's attitude towards the NPT and

proliferation should be weighed when exports of highly
enriched uranium or plutonium are considered.

While NPT

adherence should not necessarily be a precondition for
SECRET
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obtaini~g

any type of assistance,' whether' or' not the

recipient nation participates in NPT 'wi l l be' 'a significant
weighting factor in evaluating each case.

There appears

to be substantial meti t as we' 'appr oach ,- t he time of the
NPT Review Conference to our making such an attitude
more publicly visible internationally.

Such a policy

might help to assure that the activity being supported
would be under NPT safeguards and might provide some
incentive for NPT adherence by recipients.
It is recommended that we express views along these
lines in our future consultations with other potential
suppliers of highly enriched uranium, plutonium, and
other forms of assistance.

'As noted below, the U.S.

already has moved significantly in ' this direction in its
own national regulations covering nuclear technology
transfer to other countries, but little has been done to
advocate this policy among Western supplier nations.
Constraint
"

d.

Consider whether the fuel fabrication and reprocessing
take place in the U.S. or in multilaterally-owned
facilities.
From a non-proliferation standpoint, U.S. interests

would best be served if plutonium, supplied or produced
t.hrough U.S'. assistance, as well as highly enriched uranium
supplied, were fabricated, and

r~processed

in the U.S. or
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in multilateral facilities overseas that are 'subject to
lARA safeguards .-

(sfmilar considerations
"al s o', would
,

apply to arrangements for the

stor~ge

of plutonium that

is not actively being utilized in' civilian programs.)
Several of the considerations leading to these conclusions were outlined in the NSSM 150 report.

However,

neither alternative is achievable or totally practicable.
The difficulty is that many industrialized nations are
acquiring or can be expected to acquire, their own faci1i
ties.

w

A partial list of facilities already existing ' or

planned appears in Appendix Co'

Most nations also can be

expected to be resistant to any constraints that they do
not deem to be in their best' interests from an economic
standpoint.

If they are NPT parties, they may argue that

any . limitations in these areas would be incompatible with
Article IV of the NPT.

That Article sets forth provisions

regarding a Party's engaging in civilian nuclear
devel~pment.

Thus, initiatives pointed at new limitations

in these areas could prove particularly troublesome if
our proposals were the subject of attack at the forthcoming-NPT Review Conference.

Also, while the U.S. may

temporarily enjoy a monopoly position in supplying highly
enriched uranium, the same situation obviously does not
apply for plutonium, and we can expect to encounter the
sBCRET
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s t rcng argunen't from NPT parties' that if the 'mat er i al s
involved are subject ,t o NPT safeguards, this should be
entirely sufficient from a proliferation standpoint.
Accordingly, while 't he 'gener al proposition of
encouraging the establishment of multinational fuel
fabrication or .reprocessing plants remains attractive
(for plutonium as well as highly enriched uranium), it
remains questionable as to what degree other suppliers
will agree to make this a factor in supply.

Nevertheless,

a dialogue with other suppliers on the pros and cons of
establishing regional or multilateral facilities of this
character would have merit.
On balance, this study concludes that all of the constraints set out in NSDM 235 should be equally applicable
to international transfers of both plutonium and highly
enriched uranium.

However, in view of the limited role

of direct supply of plutonium, it appears that efforts to
encourage universally adequate physical security for
plutonium will be more important than consultations on
conditions of supply, per see

Also, in considering con-

sultations with suppliers, we should decide the relative
urgency and priority of the supply questions.

In that

context, constraints on the supply of equipment and technology should be 'cons i der ed .
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3.

Intelligence and Recovery Coordination
It must be recognized that physical security

considerations alone may not be adequate protection
against a determined, organized, domestic or international
group which seeks to acquire highly enriched uranium or
plutonium for criminal or political reasons.
must be given to ways of

facilitating~

Consideration

(a) advanced

warnings of thefts being planned by such groups, and
(b) the pursuit and recovery of the fissionable material
in the event of a theft.

The establishment of a mechanism

or the adaptation of existing mechanisms for the timely
and orderly exchange of

intelligenc~

and counterintelli-

gence information among the various departments and
agencies of the u.S. Government as well as the utilization
of the existing positive and counterintelligence liaison
channels with foreign governments are deemed necessary to
cope

~ith

this problem of theft.

The same channels could

prove useful in coo rdinating pursuit and recovery efforts
in case of international movement of stolen material.
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v.

Constraints on Supply of Equipment or Technology
In discussions with other states of the appropriate

conditions for international handling of weapons-useable
nuclear material, the need to put the problem in perspective will arise.

In particular, the spread of production

capabilities will come to dominate the problem.
cessing capability will be, for

~any

Repro-

states, the last

required step to indigenous production of plutonium.

In

addition to the growth of indigenously produced plutonium,
a major factor is the potential spread of uranium enrichment capabilities.

As indicated below, the existing

(Zangger Committee) understandings, while useful, are
confined to the relatively narrow question of specific
obligations under the NPT, and do not adequately cover
this area.
It would be advantageous to be prepared, in consultations,. to

~utline

US policy fo! control of the

rel~vant

reprocessing and enrichment technologies and to discuss
the general types of

s~pplier

policies which would be

This section will outline the relevant

appropri~te.

background and consider the context and content of
possible consultations on this subject.
SECRET
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A. The Nature of Cons'traints 't h at ' Should be
Applied to t~e Eeyort of Equipment (Experience of the
Zangger Comm1tte~.
For several years, the U.S'. has endeavored
to formulate common agreement with other suppliers concerning those items of equipment that should, when
exported, trigger the application of safeguards.

Most

recently, such consultations have been held through the
auspices of the so-called Zangger Committee, an ad hoc
group of representatives of fifteen states* which are
present or potential. exporters of special equipment or
materials for use in nuclear processes.

A principal

objective of the Committee's deliberations has been to
establish guidelines on exports of materials and equipment to non-nuclear weapons states (NNWS) which are not
party to the NPT.

These guidelines would specify those

exports which should be made only on the condition that
safeguards pursuant to an lAEA agreement will be applied
to nuclear material involved.

The emphasis has been on

the NPT and such guidelines are intended to (a) help
translate into practice the

undertaki~g

in Article 111.2.

'Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Federal
Republic of Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands,
Norway, South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom
and the United States.
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of the' NPT, especially for those'suppliers who are or
expect to become NPT parti'es." The 'obj'ect i ve has been to
frame a common minimum export control policy, so that
those suppliers who might otherwise be' more lax in
requiring safeguards will not thereby

ob~ain

a competi-

tive advantage over those who are more conscientious.

As a result of three years of hard bargaining
and negotiations, a minimum trigger list (see "Appendi x D)
of nine reactor items,· plus complete fuel fabrication
plants and chemical' reprocessing and isotope separation
plants and equipment, has been agreed upon.

The export of

any of these items to a NNWS would trigger 1ABA safeguards.
The negotiations, however, have not covered transfers of
technology, per se, inasmuch as Article 111.2. of the NPT
does not call for safeguards when only technology is
involved.

Neither have other constraints that appear to

go beyond the NPT been discussed in the Zangger Committee.
Although the Soviet Union has not become a
member of the Committee, it has agreed to comply with the
list.

Several Committee members have also indicated that

*Reactors, pressure vessels, fuel charging and discharging
machines, control rods, pressure tubes, zirconium tubes, '
primary coolant pumps, heavy water, and nuclear grade
. graphite.
.
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their final acceptance ·of the list is

-c ont i ~ g en t

on

acceptance 'of the list by France,' which ·i s not an adherent
to the NPT, but has declared in the past' that it would
behave exactly as states adhering 'to the Treaty.
The 'Fr ench are not members of the Zangger
Committee, and have not indicated whether they will abide
by the recommendations.

They have, however, been kept

aware of the Committee's progress.

It is considered

important that the French in some way accept or indicate
that they will conform with the Committee's recommendation
for two reasons:

First, suppliers may not adhere to the

·Committee's recommendations if there is serious concern
that France will undercut them by selling Trigger List
items, without safeguards, to NNWS's not party to the NPT.
Second, the obligation of the European Community (EC)
countries under the Community Treaties not to restrict
trade within the Community apparently raises a possible
legal problem whether the EC countries may require that

.

.

nuclear exports to Franc? be conditioned on a French pledge
not to re-export to NNWS.
It is hoped that France will, in some acceptable fashion, endorse the Committee's recornmendations.*

Wl£ the French problem is resolved, it is contemplated
that the eight members of the Committee who have ratified
the NPT will inform the lAEA Director, Dr. Eklund, of the
SECRET
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If it does not, the bases for carrying out the Committee's
.
re~ommendations will have to be 'r e- exami ned to determine
whether some other common system could be agreed upon.

At

the worst, the entire arrangement 'coul d collapse, and
adh~ence

to the trigger list developed by the Committee

eroded by commercial considerations.
Overall, although the Zangger Committee has
been extremely useful in achieving agreement on a "trigger
list," it would not appear to be a useful forum for discussing new constraints on exports

o~

equipment or materials

that appear to be beyond the strict requirements of
NPT.

These preferably should be handled in a series of

bilateral consultations with other suppliers.

• (Contid) list and their intention of requiring IAEA
safeguards in relation thereto. Seven of the fifteen
Committee members (Belgium, FRG, Italy, Japan, the
Netherlands, Soutn Africa, and Switzerland) have not as
yet ratified the NPT and will not be in a position to
inform the lAEA of their agreement to the list, although
they have indicated that, in the meantime, they would
plan to abide by the Committee's recommendations, would
exchange with other participants annual reports on exports of Trigger List items, and participate in a review
of the list in September 1974.
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B. Controls Over the Export of Nuclear Technology

q ,. General Policy of the U.S.
In many respects, the export of nuclear technology .may be more important than the control of
materials or equipment especially when the technology
allows the foreign country to mass produce materials
or equipment (Pus U.Z35, centrifuges, etc.) for domestic, or export .purposes without safeguards.

Control of

nuclear technology within the U.S. is based upon provisions of the Atomic Energy Act.

Restricted Data can

be communicated to other countries only under stipUlated
conditions.

An Agreement for Cooperation is required

and such agreements require Presidential approval and
must be submitted to Congress.
The principal restriction on the dissemination
of U.S. unclassified information is set forth in Section
."..

--

.~. _ -_ .

57.b. of the Act,* which states it shall be unlawful for
any U.S. citizen to directly or indirectly engage- i~ the
"

production of any special nuclear material outside of
the United States except (1) under an Agreement for

*There also are some items of equipment and materials
useful in nuclear facilities that are controlled by the
Department of Commerce and some of these items can be
export~d under general authorizations.
Those items
requiring a specific Commerce license are referred to
the AEC for recommendations.
SECRET
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Cooperation, or (2) upon authorization by the USAEC after
a determination that such activity will not be inimical
to the U.S. interest.

The Atomic Energy Act, however,

also provides for " .•• a program of international cooperation, as widely as expanding technology and considerations of the common defense and security will permit."
(Section 3e)
In keeping with the 1954 Act and the "Atoms for Peace"
program, the Commission published a regulation, 10 CFR,
Part 110, which provided a general authorization for U.S.
citizens to engage in unclassified activities in foreign,
"non-Sino Soviet bloc atomic energy programs.

Also,

essentially all of the U.S. 'dat a on civilian nuclear
power plants and on the processing of fuels from such
plants were declassified and remain

unclassified.

For

several years the foreign activities in which U.S.
citizens participated under this broad authorization
presented no

significant "pro~lems.

However, an increase
"

in the extent of certain types of cooperative activities
involving U.S. companies and other countries caused the
ABC to,reassess its policy.

For example, India requested

U.S. companies to help in the design and construction of
a heavy water plant and nuclear reactor, but proved unwilling to accept international safeguards on these

. SECRET
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facilities.

J ,

Also, there were numerous requests for

assistance in enrichment and chemical

~rocessing

which

raised national security and international safeguards
issues.
Accordingly, and because of

u.s.

interest in the

NPT, the ABC in 1972 amended its regUlations (see
Appendix F) to require 's peci f i c authorization for any
person under the jurisdiction of the United States to
directly or indirectly engage in certain activities
outside of the U.S. in the fields of uranium enrichment, chemical processing and heavy ·water production.
On the occasion of this regulatory

change~

the

ABC announced that it did not intend to prevent by
this

cha~ge

the transfer of standard off-the-shelf

items or the communication of information which is
available to the public in published form.

The regu-

lations also prescribe that the ABC will give special
attention to the extent that the proposed assistance
is significant or 's ubs t an t i al and will consider the
following factors: (1) Whether the U.S. has an agreement for cooperation with the country in which the
proposed activity will be conducted; (2) Whether the
other country involved is a party to the NPT and has
concluded a safeguards agreement with the lARA covering
- SECRET
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its peaceful nuclear activities; (3) Whether the country
in which the proposed activity will be conducted, if
not a party to the NPT, will , accept lAEA safeguards
with respect to the project; (4) The relative significance of the proposed activity and availability of
comparable assistance from other sources; and (5) Any
other fact which may bear upon the political, economic,
or security interest of the U.S.
The U.S. regulatory framework for controlling the
export of nuclear technology as outlined above would
appear to be and is recommended as a desirable point
of departure for use in encouraging other countries to
adopt suitable controls over the export of nuclear
technology, including cooperation in the field of
chemical reprocessing.

However, there is ample evidence

that several other suppliers (if not the majority) may
be more lax in their regulations, more disposed to
assist others regardless of whether adequate

sa~eguards

apply, and thus probably resistant to our efforts.
Again, this suggests that the problem may have to be
approached through a series of bilateral consultations.
2. ,Constraints on the proliferation of uranium
._" enrichment equipment or technology
The necessities of large scale operation
and of very large power inputs severely limit the
. SECRET
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-42nuclear weapons proliferation potential of the gaseous
diffusion enrichment technology.

This technology has

been employed by all the present nuclear powers, and
is the only commercially-applied uranium enrichment
method to date.
In a strictly commercial sense, and in the near
term, no enrichment technology would be considered
significant from the standpoint of wiaespread use unless
it were competitive with the U.S. diffusion technique.
However, these economic considerations would not be as
relevant for states which desire weapons programs, since
they may decide to endure some price disadvantages to
achieve an indigenous enrichment capability.

Therefore,

enrichment technologies which are more expensive or less
proven than diffusion can still be significant.
The gas centrifuge method shows considerable
promise of being less costly than diffusion.

Also,

the characteristics of this technology (versatile
cascade arrangement, low power, viable small plants)
are much more conducive to clandestine use than is
diffusion technology.

The gas. centrifuge method is

now being developed by the U.S., the USSR, the Tripartite (Dutch, FRG, UK) group, and Japan and sAal1
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R&D programs are underway in Italy and Australia.

u.s.

The

and tripartite developments are quite advanced, and

that of the Soviets probably is also.
been relatively smail, but

i~

Japan's effort has

growing.

Another potential enrichment technology is the jet
nozzle process, which is under development in Germany.
This process uses high power, and is probably not competitive with diffusion.

It apparently does not have the

proliferation potential of the

centri~uge

method.

Finally, other enrichment methods may be possible.
The South Africans are developing a method which they claim
is competitive with gaseous diffusion.
on the method are not available.

Technical details

The use of lasers for

enrichment is under study, at least in the
perhaps elsewhere.

u.s.

and

In general, the possibility of new

developments should be taken into account, to the extent
possible, in formulating controls on the spread of enrichment technology.

The implications of these potential

.

developments are being considered in a separate study.
With the exception of France and the PRe, the
major potential suppliers of enrichment technology or
equipment have either signed or ratified the NPT, and
France has stated that it will behave exactly as parties
to the Treaty.

Thus, most potential suppliers would
SECRET
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-44appear committed in principle to demand the 'appl i cat i on
of safeguards in conjunction with any exports of enrichment technology or equipment to other states, although based on experience the prospective French
posture is a continued source of concern.
The Soviet Union is very unlikely to be the source
of technology spread due to its strong anti-proliferation
interests, its inclination to closely protect its
technology, and its interest in selling enrichment
services.

The PRC is also very unlikely to spread

enrichment capability, and in any case, the level of
its diffusion technology is probably well behind the
other weapons states.
The long-term prospects for spread of the Tripartite

centrifuge~technology

are less

clear~

On

the one hand, the U.S. has an understanding with the
Tripartite group to classify and protect centrifuge
technology.

The agreement establishing the. Tripartite
.

group includes

~everal

commitments to assure that

adequate measures are taken to ensure that the technology
does not contribute to nuclear weapons proliferation.
On the other hand, we have no recent discussions with
the group as to conditions under which they would
export either enrichment
"See Appendix F.
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Given the early status of its program, Japan probably
has not formulated a precise policy on export of centrifuge or other enrichment technology or equipment.
The dominant aspects of South African thought with
regard to enrichment technology protection are the somewhat conflicting desires to keep their process secret,
and to interest potential investors in the process.

How-

ever, recent reports suggest that South Africa would be
prepared to have the enriched product subject to IAEA
safeguards.
On November 23, 1973, the French Government announced
its intent to proceed

immed~ately

with construction of

a 9 million SWU gaseous diffusion plant to come into
operation in 1979.

The French commitment is independent

of multinational support, although Italy, Belgium and
several other nations are believed to be interested.

It

is not known what policy France will adopt with regard to
providing

forei~n

investors with access ·to French

diffusion~

technology •
Based on the substantial amount of activity now
· unde rway , there would appear to be merit to promptly
inaugurating consultations with other potential suppliers
of enrichment services or enrichment equipment pointed

.

at the development of commonly agreed constraints on
exports of technology.
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By way of cautions, however, we would not wish our
approach to be viewed as a harassment of the West
European or

othe~

ventures, and we should keep in mind

that others may interpret our actions as being incompatible with Article IV of the NPT.
With these caveats our approach to other potential
suppliers might have the following elements:
(i) We could note that the inability of IAEA

safeguards to cover technology per se requires some
particular restraint on supply of technologies, such
as enrichment technology, which are especially sensitive
from a proliferation

standp~int.

Furthermore, we might

note that the export of technology may not in gen~ral
be separable from exports of equipment since a substantial degree of reverse engfnee rf.ng may be possible.
(ii) As a basic point of departure we might
offer the following constraints in the discussions.
S~nsitive·

enrichment technology (notably that uniquely

applicable to the process):

(1)

Would preferably not

be internationally transferred except for use in multinational plants; (2) Preferably would only be transferred to states that have signed NPT.
we obviously could not stipulate NPT
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as an absolute precondition in our consultations with
Prance or South Africa since neither has

signe~

the

NPT), and (3) Would not be transferred except under
specific agreements.

These agreements would (a)

prohibit technology retransfer except as authorized
by the party supplying the data, (b) provide that the
materials involved would be subject to lARA safeguards,
(c) call for maintenance of classification on sensitive
details of the process and where feasible prohibit the
production of highly enriched uranium, and (d) call
for controls over unclassified assistance rendered to
. third countries.

(Some of these constraints might be

argued to be inconsistent with NPT Article IV, but
they could be defendedJespecially since in many
respects they coincide with the limitations the Tri.

. partite countries , al.re ady have agreed to.
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(iii) We would describe our postulated constraints as being compatible with the NPT.

We would

avoid ,interpreting the NPT to specifically require
further restrictions and we would seek to avoid a
debate over language and interpretations of the
Treaty.
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(iv) Our approach would be put in the
context of general understandings among as many
potential suppliers as possible, and in particular
would stress U.S. willingness to agree to the proposed
restraints, and U.S. willingness to try to get as many
other suppliers as possible ,t o agree.

This would avoid

the appearance of an attempt to foreclose a specific
potential deal (such as the reported willingness of the
FRG to export centrifuge technology in conjunction with
a German reactor sale).
(v) We would initiate our discussions
bilaterally or in small groups with other potential
suppliers starting with the Tripartite Centrifuge
Group and fanning out to France, South Africa, Japan
and possibly Ultimately the USSR.

Since essentially

all the potential proliferation problem countries
are outside the Sino-Soviet bloc, there is little
reason to p~rsue restrictions through COCOM.

Like-

wise, and for the reasons already given, the Zangger
Committee is not appropriate for further initiatives
on control of enrichment or reprocessing technology
(in contrast to equipment).
3.

Special Considerations RelatiVe ·t o "t he
Export of Enrichment Equ~pment
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In many cases the export of enrichment equipment would serve to disclose technology, and under the
scenario discussed would be sUbject to the proposed
restraints discussed in the previous section.

That is,

we should resist the view that inclusion of enrichment
equipment on the Zangger Committee list constitutes
agreement that, when covered by lAEA safeguards, sale
of such equipment is automatically acceptable.

There

may, however, be circumstances where exports of enrichment equipment will take place under terms that limit
the consumer's capability for generating further
equipment.

For example, if the exporter provided all

replacement equipment, if the exporter participated

as a partner or operating contractor, or if fabrication
of the equipment was extremely complex, the recipient
would not necessarily obtain an independent capability.
In such eases, lARA safeguards could constitute acceptable assurance against weapons production •
.'

A

further option for restraints on supply of

enrichme~t equipment shOUld be considered:

the

U.s.

could adopt the position that, due to high potential
for conflict and abrogation of agreements in certain
areas, there should be no supply of enrichment equipment, even if safeguarded, to those areas.
, SECRET
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These areas would not represent a large potential market
fOT enrichment equipment, so abstaining from such sales
should not be a major economic issue.
this restraint if pursued at all with

Discussions of
ot~er

suppliers

should be on a confidential level, particularly since
some excluded states might

~e

NPT parties (e.g., the

ROC or some Arab states) and argumen1:s

~n

-non-

compliance with NPT Article IV thus could be voiced
by the target countries.
4.

Constraints on Reprocessing

As noted,

u.s.

technology on reprocessing has

been unclassified for some time and largely transferred
to the private sector.
other countries.

The same situation applies to

Accordingly, the

u.S.

h~s

felt that

the most effective control that it can exercise in this
area is to regulate the association its citizens have
with foreign reprocessing ventures.

This has been the

established AEC policy since the Part 110 regulations
were amended in 1972.
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This Action Plan contemplates that we would commend
a similar regulatory framework to nations engaged in
assisting others ,i n the reprocessing field, that where
feasible we would encourage the establishment of multi·
lateral reprocessing facilities, and that there may be
instances where we might wish to work in concert with
other suppliers of technology in discouraging the
establishment of reprocessing capabilities in some
nations--the ROC being a notable example.

v.

Options
To briefly recapitulate, the following major

substantive options appear 'f eas i bl e .
A.

Limit the current plan to place con-

straints only on highly enriched uranium (HEll) and
only consult on this basis.

In this case, the

physical security constraints would either:
Conform to the AEC regulations:- ,.
most technically desirable but possibly the most
1.

difficult to negotiate.
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